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cowlYsION

This report was written by two sixth grade
teachers who conducted classroom trials of hand-
held calculators:

Ray Barrett, (:itizen Genet Middlo
School, East Greenbush, N.Y.

Michael Keefe, Colonie Village
School, Colonie, N.Y.

In September 1973 each student in a sixth grade
class in each of the two schools was provided
with a hand-held calculator to use during
mathematics lessons for an entire school year

Tom Bennett, principal of Citizen Genet
School, ancl Paul Daby, principal of Colonie
Village School,supervised the trials at the
chools. Frank Hawthorne and John Sullivan

of the Bureau of Mathematics Education, New
York State Education DtTartment, directed the
project.

The calculators were provided, free-of-
charge, by Bowmar/A.L.I., Inc. At the com-

pletion of the trials the calculators were
donated to the schools.
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INTRODUCTION

ihe project wa, ,,*gini,ted by tho New i.r1, ";Lat.n Edacati rt Department. Two
schools, one in F4ist (;reenh.lih, the othPr in Sou'-h Colonie, were chosen to par-
ticipate in the project.

A sixth grade ,f twenty-eight to thirty pupils was selected in each district.
Each child wa, prnvided wiLh a calculator for use during math lessons for the
entire yeir. N, specific outcomes were designated for this pilot project. IL was
exploratory.

GUIDE11NEc;

';tudents learned (111.:kly how to use the calculators to add, substrdet, multiply,
and divide. rhe bnoklet accompanying each calculator proved very helpful. the
Leachers prepared large bullotio board mock-ups of thH keyboard end screen Ln help
them expiniA calculator functions. However, the discovery method is probably the
best one for the child LA use in becoming familiar with a calculator.

'io increase chtnces for su:tceis, it was fclt that the cooperation of the
Board of Educati at and community was needed. After considerable discussion the
Board4 of Education approved participation in the project.

Board approval was followed by a letter to the parents explaining the project
and relae:ting permission for pnrticipition by the children. An informational
meetilg for parents and children uns helpful.

Those in charge of this project received many questions from parents, educators,
and newsmen expressing concern that the use of calculators would substitute for,
and eventually replace understanding of mathematical concepts, and development or
basic computabional skills. It was feared that children would become dependent on
calculators - helpless to do ordinary arithmetic without them. We do not know if
this is likely to happen but in this project we were determined to use the calculator
to help develop understanding of mathematical concepts and basic computational
skills. Positive direction insured that children would not become dependent on the
calculators.

ihe whole quest inn of care and maintenance of the calculators, though vital,
Li "triable with the make and model, and the school facilities. In our project, for
reasons nn nne completely understands, one of the classes using calculators had
very few breakdowns. The other class had a rather large number of calculator
malfunctions, particularly the loss of battery charge after a short period of use.

When purchasing calculators schools should make clear agreements with suppliers
about replacements. A system ;bould be set up in advance so that when breakdown
occurs, the company will immediately supply a replacement.

Care should be taken to insurP that calculators do not offer undue advantage to
nne grnup of students over another. Ordinarily they should not be used on tests.
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Orientation for teachers should be an integral part of any educational project.
Tt.achers actually instructing pupils in the program shoull be compolent in the

operition uf the calculator. This presents no difficulty. Other l(achers coming into
contact with pupils using cticulators should have a basic knnwledge (,f the project.

and the use of the calculator. This lends Co prevent misunderstandings. rhe actual

use of th( calculator can be learned in less than one-half hour using the accompanying
instruction booklet.

' I.A:-, i.s. I' '>1 I.:RG AN I ZAT ION

Lach calculator must be easily and quickly identified bv its student "uwner."
;c-(11-adhering tags were used in one class with large numbers printed on the outside.
:his 2latchel a small plastic tape number on the back of each calculator.

A facility mad_ be tvtilable for storage and recharging of the calculators and
it must be locked securely when not in use by students. 9oth il-class und hallway
f-inilities were tried and it was decidedly more practical haviag the recharging closets
insii, t 1- .'lis;r 'cm:. Small units of six sockets with a switch operating each unit

11.ta --rv practical.

I* 3110U1A LW -vident from the above that the organization and use of classroom
facilities and equipment becomes a most important part of orientation of the pupils
before and luring the project. Discussion of the frailties of mitiaturized electronic
equipment should lead to rules of behavior whi.:.h can be enumerated bv pupils under the

anidalce nf the classroom teacher.

AVAILMIlLIlY OF CALCULATORS

It is recognized that not every pupil 4i11 be using a calculator every day,
However, it is beneficial for each student to have the responsibility for the care of
one calculatnr which will be available for his or her UsQ during math periods. In

support of this we mention the following:

1. Introduction to the calculators and some phases of
the curriculum may be more efficiently taught if
,ach child has a calculator.

If pupils must share a calculator, a dominant pupil
may use it while a shy one watches, not gaining full
benefit of actual contact with the machine.

3. Children seem to respond positively to the res-
ponsibility of ha-ing a calculator in their charge.

MAIM ENANCE OF INTEREST

Pupil interest may be kept at a high 1 ,vel in many ways. Ltems of current in-
terest taken from newspapers or local school happenings can be used, many related to



several subject matter area-,. It is heloful to set aside a Jay occasionaly (perhaps
two consecutive days) when no one may use calculator:. Mo,t important, the calculators
permit in-depth exploration of many mathematical topies which are inherently in-
teresting but which require computation.

The key word for maintaining interest il Cee cileulators is "ovnilability."
rhe calculators sh)uld be available to the students except when they would interfere
with the objeztive; of the lesson. The tenchor should take care not to "force" the
children to use the calculator. This can er,,tte r.sentment and boredom on the part
of the student. Let the lesson itself require us:, or calculators. For example, when
teaching about prime numhers few teachers woull ask children Lo determine if 7631 is
a prime number. With calculators available the exercise is feasible.

There has to be a happy balance between teacher-initiated and pupil-initiated
activities,

SOME INIERES1ING MAtHEMAlICAL TOPICS

Certain topics were pnrticularly enjoyable, and are discussed here as samples of
the kinds of things that_ can be done using calculators.

1. Word Problems

Word problems provide an excellent opportunity for using calculators creatively,
Problems given ornlly prove interesting. For example, one might ask, "How long ago did
Colunbus discover America?" or, "in how many years will it be the year 3286?" Word

problems with negative numbers can also be introduced. For example, "If a football
player lost 6 ydson one play, gained 12 yds. on the next play, and on the last play
lost 20 yds., how many yards did ho lose in all?"

These are just two exmnples of the hundreds of word problems one can devise.
Incidentally, the children can also have fun making these up and giving them Lo each
other to solve.

The calculator is especially suited for verbal problems because the hardest
part of a word problem is knowing what operation to use, not the actual computation.
rhu3, the progress of the lesson is not slowed by computational activity.

2, Arithmetic Mean

Ihe calculator is well-suited to this. The children can keep track of their own
averages and construct line or bar graphs showing their progress. Averages appear in
many of society's activities (sports, business) and this imparts special interest.

3. Probability (World =;eries Time and Arithmetic)

Early October provided a Eine time to introduce decimal fractions, percentage,
and probability, through reference to the World Series.
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First, the children were shown how league standings are determined. Divide
the nuTlber of games won by the total number of games to detrmine each team's winning
"percen'_."

'iecond, a table showing "World Series Games Won" was provided covering the period
1905-19"2. This table permitted investigation of such questions ns "How many times
whs the '3eries won in 5 games?" "What are the chances that the Series will last 7
itmes?" 'What percent )f the times did the winning team win the 1st game?"

World Series and th- chlculator provided excellent opportunities to get the
childrtn interested in percent. lhe chlxulators, of course, strongly motivate the use
of decimil fractions.

Ajd I 14 ro Pr Iduce :' llindrome.,k

Palindromes provide an interesting topic especially when calculators are available.
.-In o start with any two digit number, not itself a palindrome, such as 52.

Reverse the digi*_s nnd hAd to the original number.

thus, 52

+ 23

77 results in a palindrome.

Some numbers do not produce 1 palildrome in the first two or three steps. For example,
96 takes four step:).

96

+ 69

165

+ 561_
726

+ 627

1353

+ 3531
4884

The calculator did the addition for the children and this kept their interest,
e-pecially the numbers that took many steps to produce a palindrome. This proved to

an excellent enrichment topic. This kind of activity is a boon to weak students.
With the calculanr they can keep up with other students to some extent.

5. Funtions

This can prove to be an interesting topic with a calculator. Given a sequence
of numbers, you can experiment with the calculator in order to find the function rule
and the next number. The children enjoy this because they can make up their own
functions and give them to other students to try and figure ouE. [Ex., WIlat is the
loKt number in the sequence 2, 5, 11, 23...?]

* A palindrome is a numeral whose digits are in the same order backwards or forwards,
such as 66 , 191, 3223, 45654.
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6. Decimals

One clais did good Uork with decimal fractions following this format:
Work the following maltiplication examples. ,,Make sure that you put a decimal point

in each answer.

$5.76
x

$12.98
x 121

2.47 3.25

x 3 x 15

Check each of the examples above with your calculator. Be sure that the decimcl
point in the answer is in the correct place (it should agree with the calculator).
After you have checked each example above and agreed on the solution offered by the
calculator, work the examples below. Most of the examples below have decimal points

in both factors. Make suru that your placement of the decimal point in each answer
agrees with the calculator. As you work the examples see if you can form a rule for
placing the decimal point in the answers of examples like these.

2.14
x .7

30.5 2.47

x .3 x .3

3.25 7.44
x 1.5 x 4.6

The above topic was treated as a project in exploration and discovery of a rule
for placement of the decimal point in the answer of problems involving multiplication
with decimal fractions. The first child to discover the rule (about 17 minutes) was
very excited and most others followed suit in 18 to 23 minutes. Similar success
was experienced in seeking rules for divisibility. (How can we tell when a number

has 3 as a factor?)

DEPENDABILITY OF CALCULATORS

The calculators seemed qui-.e sturdy. Even when dropped from desk tops they

showed no damage.

Incidence of calculator failure was significant, and some calculators would
begin showing the "L" warniog light after an hour of usc. (This indicates a need for

re-charging.) The main problem was not being able to hold a charge for a suitable
length of time.

There is no way to tell how nearly discharged the calculators are until a
built-in signal appears to tell you that the unit will no longer perform reliably. Due

to differences in brands of calculators it 1.3 recommended that the manufacturer's
recharging suggestions be followed carefully. Fortunately all pupils do not use the
calculators the same amount of time each day so the recharging is staggered and pupils
borrow others while their's recharges for five to seven hours.

The readout screens are protected by clear plastic so care.must be exercised in
wiping away dust or fingerprints so that scratches will not blur the digits. It is

important to select a calculator whose display numerals are large, clear, and easily
read.
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CONCL,JSION

Calculators seemed to promote and encourage study oE mathematics. Howuver, it
would ID,: f),)laardy to expect improved mathematics achievement because of use of cal-
culators. There were many fictors involved beside calculators.

What can be said is that the pupils' interest was sustained durilg the veir and
that they accepted the calculator as a tool to help them become more independent and
pr-)fi,:ient in math classes. The calculators motivated and strongly supported certain
topic,' such as "averages," "per cent," and above all, "decimal fractions." This is a
diftinct. benefit.

Statistical information on test data collected in the project may be obtained by
contacting the Bureau of Mathematics Education of the New York State Education Depart-
ment, Albany, New York 12224.


